INSTRUCTIONS

1. Enjoy your non-food treats!

2. Place the “We’ve Been Teal Pumpkin Boo’ed” sign on your front door to show that you have been Boo’ed and will be participating in the Teal Pumpkin Project.

3. Within two days, make a copy of the “We’ve Been Teal Pumpkin Boo’ed” sign and instructions and then gather up some non-food treats.

4. Secretly leave at your neighbor’s house.

5. Watch as your neighborhood turns teal as “Boo’ed” signs pop up everywhere!

6. Create a safer, happier Halloween for all by participating the Teal Pumpkin Project!

NON-FOOD TREAT IDEAS:

- Glow sticks, bracelets, or necklaces
- Pencils, pens, crayons or markers
- Bubbles
- Stickers
- Halloween erasers or pencil toppers
- Mini Slinkies
- Whistles, kazoos, or noisemakers
- Bouncy balls
- Finger puppets or novelty toys
- Coins
- Spider rings
- Vampire fangs
- Stencils
- Mini notepads
- Playing cards
- Bookmarks
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The air is cool, the season fall,
Soon Halloween will come to all.
With ghosts and goblins, spooks galore,
Don’t forget your trick or treaters at the door.

This Halloween there’s something new
A sweet surprise that’s called a “Teal Pumpkin Boo”
Secret friends have left it here,
To create a safer, happier Halloween full of cheer!

You’ve received a “Teal Pumpkin Boo” now it’s your turn to share,
With friends or neighbors, anyone you dare!

Enclose this poem and one thing more,
A “We’ve Been Teal Pumpkin Boo’ed” sign for the front door.
Put together non-food treats, spooky and fun
Then leave them at the door and run!

This is all in good fun and we are just trying to say...
Happy Halloween and have a boo-tiful day!

TealPumpkinProject.org
WE'VE BEEN TEAL PUMPKIN BOO'ED!

We support kids with food allergies. Our teal pumpkin means we have non-food treats available!